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Robert Desnos ( 1900- 1945 )

Robert was a French poet and key participant in the Surrealist movement between 1920 to
1930. Initially a part of the French Dada movement, he encountered Andre Breton and the two
became friends and collaborators in the surrealist movement. Breton mentions Desnos in his
book Nadja as well in the First Surrealist Manifesto. However, Breton later condemns Desnon
for his refusal to accept and follow Breton’s political espousal of Communism.

Desnos was particularly known for his “automatic writing”, a summoning of the subconscious. With the help of both hypnosis and participation in séances, he was able to achieve
trance – like states, under which he could recite his dreams, write, and draw. In this state, vivid
landscapes of “other worldly places’ were described in the medium of poetry.
Yet, in spite of the surreal imagery that was evoked, there was always a central theme that ran
through his works – that of unrequited love. Desnos was madly in love with a Belgium chanteuse named Yvonne George who, though passionate about Desnos, could never reciprocate
his “delirium” due to her fame as well as her addiction to opium, cocaine, and alcohol. Due to
her abuse, she died an early death in 1930. In The Voice of Robert Desnos, he describes being
master of the universe, yet unable to get the attention or affection of “the one I love”.
Though separate from the Surrealist movement, Desnos continued to collaborate with its
members : Man Ray, Antonin Artaud, Picasso and others. He became involved with jazz and
cinema. A number of his poems were set to music by French composers.

During the war, Desnos became involved with the Resistance, writing under an assumed name,
as well as doing radio radio broadcasts. He was eventually arrested by the Nazis and sent to a
concentration camp in Czechoslovakia, where he was kept in the an isolated cell block reserved
for political prisoners. His camp was eventually liberated but he died of typhoid a few days later.

The Voice of Robert Desnos

   

So like a flower of the flowing of the air
like the running among the flickering shadows in its glare
like a smile just barely glimpsed that celebrated midnight eve
so much like all of happiness and so much like sadness too
here comes midnight now hoisting its naked torso aloft
above the church steeples and poplar tops
now I summon to me all things lost out in this landscape
crumbling corpses oak-trees become sawn-off stumps
remnants of old rags rotting underfoot well as bedlinen
drying on fences around farms
I summon to me tornadoes and hurricanes
tempests cyclones typhoons
the tidal washes too
the tremors of the earth
I summon to me the smoke from volcanoes and also
that coming out of cigarettes
the smoke-rings of expensive cigars
I summon to me all lovers and love-affairs
I summon to me the quick as well as dead
I summon gravediggers I summon assassins
I summon executioners I summon ship-pilots
construction-workers and architects
I summon assassins
I summon human flesh
I summon the one whom I love
I summon the one whom I love
I summon the one whom I love
triumphant midnight unfolds its satin wings and stands
there just beyond my bedspread
church steeples and poplar tops both bend to my desire
one set collapses while the other sinks more slowly
the lost wanderers of the countryside find themselves once
again in finding me
crumbling corpses resurrect at my voice
the young sawn stumps grow prolific with bright green

If You Only Knew
Far from me as the stars, the sea, and the other
traditional trappings of poetical mythology,
Far from me, yet present nonetheless since you are
so unaware of it,
Far from me, and even more silent than you are
distance, since I think about you all the time,
Far from me, my gorgeous mirage and my perpetual
dream, in a way you’ll never know.
If you only knew.
Far from me and perhaps all the more so because you
are completely unaware of me and still grow more
unaware of me every day.
Far from me because you can’t possibly love me
or what amounts to the same thing, because I can’t
imagine such a thing.
Far from me because you methodically ignore my
every desire.
Far from me because you are so cruel.
If you only knew.
Far from me, O ecstatic as a flower dancing in the river
at the end of its underwater stem, O melancholy as
seven hours of evening in the mushroom cellars.
Far from me, still more silent than if you were present
and still more ecstatic than the hour that comes
tumbling toward us out of the sky, in the shape of
a stork.
Far from me at that moment when the crucibles sing,
at that moment when the silently foaming sea folds
back upon the pillows.
If you only knew.
Far from me, O my present torment, far from me and
lost in the noise of oyster shells crushed beneath the
somnambulist’s feet at false dawn as he passes
before the doors of deserted harborside seafood
restaurants.
If you only knew.

the ragged remnants which were rotting both in and on the
earth flap before my voice like banners of revolt
the bedlinen drying on fences around farms no garbs
the most adorable women whom I do not adore
but who follow me still
obedient to my voice and adoring me
tornadoes whirl around in my mouth
hurricanes bring if such a thing is possible color to my lips
tempests purr at my feet
typhoons if such a thing is possible start to paint my portrait
I accept the drunket kisses of cyclones
raging tides crash forward before my feet
the tremors of the earth make me tremble not at all
but cause carnage at my call
volcanic smoke clothes me in wisps
and that from the cigarettes becomes my cologne
while the smoke-rings from cigars create my crown
love-affairs and even long-sought love itself take refuge
here with me
lovers hearken to my voice
the living and the dead yield to me and greet me the first
quite coldly the second quite familiarity
gravediggers abandon their half-finished holes to announce
that I alone can command their nocturnal labors
assassins salute me
executioners cry for revolution
cry my voice
cry my name
ship-pilots take their fix from my eyes
construction-workers suffer vertigo as they hear me
architects depart for the deer
assassins give me their benediction
human flesh pulsates at my call
the one whom I love cannot hear me
the one whom I love will not listen
the one whom I love never answers.

Far from me, my persistent, substantial mirage.
Far from me there is an island turning to observe the
passage of ships.
Far from me a docile herd of cattle wanders off the
path the edge of a cliff, the pauses obstinately there,
far from me, O cruel one
Far from me a shooting star lands in the poet’s nightly
bottle. He puts back the cork and, while staring at the
fallen star through the glass, also sees constellations
rising along the far walls, far from me, you are that far
from me.
If you only knew.
Far from me a building under construction is completed.
At the top of a scaffold a bricklayer in white overalls
sings a sad song to himself and then, in the leftover
cement, sees the entire future of the house : the kisses
the lovers and the suicide pacts, the nakedness
in the beds of beautiful strangers together with their
midnight meditations, and various voluptuous secrets
discovered in the polished parquet.
Far from me,
If you only knew.
If you only knew how I love you and, even though its
true that you do not love me, how happy I’ve become,
because I’m stronger now, being proud to step ahead
with your image in my mind, and to step out of the
entire universe.
How happy I am to be dying of this.
If you only knew how I’ve conquered the world.
And you, so beautiful, so unconquered too, if you only
knew how completely you’ve become my prisoner.
O you who conquer me from so far away.
If you only knew.

Suicide by Night

There is a precise moment in time
When a man reaches the exact center of his life,
A fractional section of a second
A fleeting fragment of time more abrupt than a
darted glance
More sudden than the peak of love,
Faster than light.
And a man is aware of this moment.
Long avenues stretch out between tall walls of foliage
Leading to the base of a distant tower in whic a lady
lies sleeping
Whose beauty resists kisses, resists passing seasons
As a star the wind, a rock the waves.
A ship, shaking and trembling, sinks to the bottom,
weeping.
A flag flaps at the top of a tree.
A well-groomed woman, but with stockings falling
over her shoetops
Appears at the streetcorner,
Excited, shaking
Hand shielding a lantern extinguished by still smoking
And once again a drunken dockworker sings at the
far end of a bridge
And once again a girl nibbles the lips of her lover,
And once again a rose-petal drifts downto into
the empty bed,

Spaces Inside Sleep
Here in the night are the seven wonders of the world,
grandeur and tragedy and crime
Here forests combine to mingle with their own
legendary beasts hidden in the thickets
You are here.
Here in the night are the steps of man strolling by,
steps of the assassin, steps of the night watchman,
the light from a lamp-post and also the light from
some ragpicker’s flashlight.
You are here.
Here in the night trains and boats travel by together
with the mirages of landscapes lit by the light of day.
The last breath of dusk and initial shivers of the dawn.
Notes from a piano, fragments of some voice.
A door slams. A clock.
Moreover not merely material things and beings and
their sounds.
But myself as well, chasing myself and then running
on endlessly past myself.
Here you are, the chosen one – you, the one I await.
Sometimes at the moment of slumber strange faces
appear, then disappear.
When I close my eyes, phosphorescent blossoms
flourish and fade and flare up again like the fires of
some carnal or conjugal conjuring.
Undiscovered landscapes across which I travel in
company with the creatures I have created.
You are here, I’m sure, discreet and exquisite spy.
And Emptiness itself, the soul of which I touch.
All the perfumes of heaven and the stars and the
cock-crow 2,000 years ago and the cries of peacocks
in parks filled with fire and kissing and squeezing.

I Have Dreamed of You so Much
I’ve dreamed of you so much that you have lost
your reality
Is there enough time left on earth to ever reach
that actual physical body and to kiss on that
mouth the birth of that voice which is so dear
to me?
I’ve dreamed of you so much that my arms, which
by now have become accustomed to embracing
your shadow and then folding back across my
own chest, might not be able to bend around to
literal shape of your form, perhaps.
So much that to once actually stand before the
living illusion of what has haunted and possessed
me for so many days and years,
could very well transform me to shadows.
Oh equilibriums of the emotional scales!
I’ve dreamed of you so much that it might already
be too late for me to ever reawaken. I sleep on
my feet, body able to be swayed by all the usual
illusions of life and love but as for you — the only
being who matters to me anymore — I would
probably be able to touch your face and lips
even less than the face and lips of the next
passerby.
I’ve dreamed of you so much, walked and talked
so much, and slept so much with your phantom
presence that all I can do now, and perhaps all I
can go on doing, is to remain forever a phantom
among phantoms, a shadow a hundred times
more shadowy than the shifting shape moving
now, and which will go on moving, stepping
lightly across the sundial of your life.

Nightfall

Green boughs bow down low when they dragonfly appears
at the turning the footpath
I’m traveling toward a tombstone more translucent tahn
show white as milk white as quickline shining as the
ramparts
The dragonfly splashes around in milk-puddles
The glassware suit of armor shudders shakes begins to
walk away
Rainbows tie each other up into knots resembling Louis
XVth furniture ornaments
And just look at that! Already the ground trampled down by
our passing dares to raise its hand
Whacks the glass armor
Rings doorbells
Flies through the air
Screams groans oh! Oh! Oh! Oh! Ship-wake you’re all
broken down now by this blue boulder’s sound
Gigantic sponge fragments falling from heaven are inundating the cemeteries
Wine is flowing with the sound of thunder
The milk and trampled ground and the armor are battling it
out on the grass which is turning from white to red
Thunderclap and lightning and rainbow
Oh! Ship-wake how you crack wide open now you sing!
The little girl on her way to school recites her lessons.

You’ll depart when you feel like it
The bed closes in on itself and comes undone with
delight like a black velvet corset
And a radiant insect settles on your pillow
Sparkles then returns to darkness
The thundering surf comes rolling in then suddenly
it falls silent
Picturesque Samoa is snoozing inside the softness
Underground tunnel what are you doing with
all those national flags? You’re getting them all
covered up with mud
Beneath its guiding star and beneath all the mud
and the muck
The shipwreck accentuates itself beneath the eyelid
I spin yarns to invoke sleep
I gather up night’s little bottles and set them in a
sequence on a shelf
The plumage of the woodland singer becomes
confused with fragments of cork which take
shape of a single staring eye
Don’t go there it will be the death of you isn’t joy
much much too omnipresent
One additional guest at the round table in the
realm of green emerald and reverberating steel
helmets there beside a stack of battered old
ancient armor
One single filament on nerve in the passionate
extinguished lamp of sunset
I sleep.
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And once again a trio of grandfather clocks chime
the same hour
At intervals of several minutes,
And once again a man passing in the street turns around
Because someone has shouted out his name,
Except it turns out he wasn’t the one the woman was
calling to,
And once again a governmental official in full regalia
Disagreeably discountenanced by the tension of the his
shirt-trail caught between his trousers and his shorts,
Inaugurates an orphanage,
And once again, after bouncing off of a speeding vehicle,
A marvelous tomato rolls around in the gutter,
To be swept up again later on,
And once again a fire breaks out somewhere on the
sixth floor of a building
And burns at the heart of a silent, indifferent city,
And once again a great many things,
Many, many other things that a man notices suddenly
in that moment at the exact center of his life,
Many, many other things unfolding at great length in
this briefest of earth’s brief moments.
He savers for awhile the mystery of this moment, of
this fractional section of a second,
After which he says: “Let’s get rid of all these black
thoughts!”
And so he gets rid of all these black thoughts.
And what could he say
And what could he do
That would be better?

Hands which wring themselves sinisterly in the pale
wan light and axles which creak along snakily twisting
roadways.
You are here, no doubt — you, the one I never
quite recognize, and who therefore I recognize
perfectly well
And who, though present in all my dreams, persist
in permitting yourself to be sensed in them while
never actually appearing.
You who cannot quite be grasped either in dreams
or in reality.
You who belong to me by virture of my desire to
possess you in fantasy but whose face never draws
closer to mine except when I close my eyes tight
against both dreams and reality.
You, despite a facile rhetoric in which the tides expire
on sandy beaches, in which crows flutter through
empy factories, in which whole forests rot and crackle
beneath a leaden sun.
You who are the solid base of all my dreams yet who
jolt and upset all my metamorphosis-laden soul and
you who leave behind you glove upon my fingertips
whenever I bend to kiss your hand.
Here in the night there are stars and the shadowy
motions of oceans, those of rivers, of forests, of cities,
of the grass, of the lungs of millons and millions of
beings.
Here in the night are all the wonders of the world.
Here in the night there is no guardian angel —
but there is sleep.
Here in the night are You.
In the daytime, too.

